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Summary
The issue of the evaluation of marketing activity in each institution most often refers to marketing
communications and therefore promotional activities of the company. Whereas measuring the effectiveness
of marketing communications results, we can use many tools-indicators, the use of which will track the
progress and assess the effectiveness of institution run by marketing communications. With a view to
implementing effective marketing strategy we must be able to measure our success. In this article, has been
made a review of selected indicators to evaluate the effectiveness of marketing communications. Cited
indicators are commonly used. According to the authors, each institution should create its own set of
indicators by which the effects of its operations will be best measured.
Keywords: marketing communication, indicators, advertisement, marketing,
effectiveness of communications
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Introduction
Assessing the efficiency of marketing activities both in the sphere of
science, among others, in the area of the activities of universities and
scientific institutions, as well as in practice - in the area of company
activity, has attracted much attention in the recent years.
Analysis of the efficiency of marketing activities means identifying
relations between the effects and costs of conducted activity. Monitoring
marketing activities seems to be a very important element of activity of
every institution above all due to the needs to analyze the costs, compared
to the achieved financial effects. The goal of this article is to discuss chosen
indicators of marketing communication which are used by many
institutions and companies.

Marketing communication
Every research and scientific institution has to communicate with
current and potential stakeholders and public opinion in order to achieve
success. Marketing communication includes various ways in which
companies and institutions try to inform consumers about and remind
them of the products and brands they offer. Well-handled marketing
communication can bring enormous benefits to a company1. Marketing
communication is strengthening its presence in almost every medium and
format and for this reason some consumers think that it is becoming more
and more intrusive. Marketing specialists have to be creative in using new
technologies, in order to avoid disturbing consumers2 . The following can
be distinguished as marketing communication tools:
z
z
z
z
z
z

advertising,
sales promotion,
event and experience marketing,
public relations and publicity,
direct marketing,
interactive marketing,
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z
z

word-of-mouth marketing,
personal sale.

In order to generate a coherent message, it is necessary to integrate
activities forming marketing communication.
In this part of the article the terms of advertising and public relations
will be defined. Without them creating the image of an organization would
be impossible.
Advertising can be found everywhere - in the streets, in cafes, at home,
in public transport. The purpose of advertising is communication of a
company with the client: informing about new products on the market,
drawing attention to certain things, convincing consumers to purchase a
product, reminding people of a company or its products3 . The client in the
traditional sense of marketing is the addressee of the action4 while the
value is built mainly through the use of material resources5 . However, it
is necessary to remember that advertising should combine the following
important functions:
z
z
z
z
z
z

communication (informing),
persuasion (encouraging),
culture-related,
educational,
strengthening,
creating the image of a company and a product.

According to the definition of Marian Golka, "advertisement is every
paid way of non-personal presentation and encouraging the purchase of
goods (services, ideas) using particular means, within the legal limits and
on defined terms, together with provision of information about products
themselves, their advantages, as well as about the price, places where the
product can be purchased and about opportunities for purchasing"6 .
What is public relations? Jacek Trębecki in his article titled "Public
relations w przedsiębiorstwie" (Public relations in a company) tried to
summarize most of the serious definitions which clearly point to three
characteristic elements7 :
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1. unit, entity which communicates, or is the subject of communication,
2. recipients of communication and
3. the communication process thanks to which the desired image of the
subject of communication is created in the awareness of the recipient.
Public relations is an important element of marketing-mix. What may
be regarded as the main goal of using public relations is creating the image
of an institution by providing information about it, its products and
services by using, eg. the media. The essence of public relations is that it
never ends. It is a continuous effort aimed at achieving a positive
perception of our organization, its services and products8 .

Selected indicators of marketing communication
The indicators of marketing communication presented below are
generally known and used by marketing departments of various
organizations.
Brand awareness, indicator of advertising penetration, coverage and
frequency of advertising, as well as inquiry ratio are the most popular
indicators used not only for planning activities, but also for assessing
them.
The indicatorof spontaneous brand awareness (unaided brand
awareness) is one of many indicators which serves the purpose of
measuring the degree to which consumers remember brands.

The source of data for calculation of this indicator are consumer
surveys. Surveys are most often conducted by specialized research
institutes. Companies rarely conduct surveys themselves. Due to the fact
that calculating this indicator requires surveys on big samples of
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respondents, the costs of such surveys are high and carrying them out is
hard.
The indicator of spontaneous brand awareness shows the level of
knowledge of a brand in a particular population, or more precisely, shows
what percentage of the surveyed mentioned a particular brand
spontaneously. In other words, it shows what percentage of the surveyed
remember a particular brand good enough to spontaneously mention its
name. The measurement of this indicator is usually carried out by
institutions actively building the position and image of their brands
through, for example, public relations programmes, advertising and direct
marketing activities. This indicator is a measure of efficiency of marketing
activities and is expresses in percentage.
Interpretation of this indicator is quite easy. The significance of this
indicator for marketing results from the assumption that in a situation where
clients are planning, or decide to buy a product from a certain category, they
will select the product from the group of brands they are aware of. The higher
the indicator, the better, as it means higher popularity of a brand. High
indicator of brand awareness puts a particular brand in a privileged position
in a situation of choice. This means that at the moment when a consumer
starts considering the purchase of a product from a particular category, it is
one of the first brands that comes into the consumer's mind.
Another indicator which is a variation of the earlier discussed indicator
of spontaneous brand awareness is the indicator called top of mind brand
awareness. Nevertheless, due to specific interpretation and significance in
marketing analysis it has been recognized as an independent indicator.

This indicator makes it possible to find out what percentage of all
respondents spontaneously mentioned a particular brand as the first one.
Thus, the research makes it possible to find out which brand is
remembered best by the consumers and this way is the strongest brand in
a particular category. The significance of this fact for marketing practice
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comes from high likelihood that consumers mentioning a particular brand
as the first one, recall it as the first one also in case of a purchasing
situation. Only one brand can have the priority in a category. Thus, it is
possible to conclude that the goal of marketing activities is to place a brand
in this particular position — the place of recognition of quality, renown
and consumer preference. This indicator, similarly as other brand, or
advertisement awareness indicators is expressed in percentages.
Another indicator is prompted brand awareness (aided brand
awareness). Similarly as the above-mentioned indicators it measures the
degree of memorization of a particular brand among the respondents.

An important difference between these three indicators comes from
active, or passive role of the researcher. In case of aided brand
awareness the researcher presents the respondent with a list of
brands from a particular category and asks him, or her to name the
brands he or she knows, or has heard about. This indicator is
important for institutions which invest in their brands, image and
recognition. It is one of the most important measures of the efficiency
of activities, as it shows what portion of the populace received the
message of a particular in such a way that it was remembered.
The significance of this indicator for marketing practice is based on the
assumption that despite the fact that a consumer isn't able to
spontaneously remember some brands, he will notice them when coming in
touch with them, as he has already encountered these brands, or knew
about them earlier. This indicator is always higher than the indicator of
spontaneous brand awareness9 .
Organizing marketing events, we use many means of communication to
inform consumers about an event, a new product. In order to find out what
percentage of the target group came in touch with the advertisement at
least once during campaign, it is necessary to take advantage of the
indicator of reach (reach, R).
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In course of an advertising campaign this indicator grows. For example,
in the first week the message may reach 15% of the populace and after a
few weeks its reach may grow to 60%. The indicator of reach is used mainly
by media planner in analyses concerning location of advertisements in
particular channels of communication.
Taking into consideration the fact that the indicator allows the
assessment of the efficiency of actions aimed at raising the utilization of a
particular medium, it constitutes important information for the managers
of particular media.
The indicator of reach can achieve the value of 0 to 100%. The indicator
shows what portion of the market actually received the message and what
percentage of people on a particular market will come in touch with the
advertisement. In reality, these two values can differ greatly.
In order to identify the percentage of people from a target group who
have seen, or heard an advertisement enough times to remember it, it is
necessary to use the indicator of effective reach (ER).

The indicator of effective reach grows in course of an advertising
campaign. At the beginning it may reach at the required frequency eg.
20% of the population and after a month its reach may grow to 55%.
Thanks to information about this indicator we can assess the size of
the audience which received the advertisement. In order to calculate
the effective reach it is necessary to have data from marketing
research.10
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Cost per point (CPP) serves the purpose of measuring the cost of one
rating point among the audience covered by the reach of advertising
message:

GRP (gross rating points) — the indicator of intensity of advertising
campaign, it is also known as the indicator of advertising penetration, it
shows the total number of contacts with an advertisement in relation to one
percent of the audience which received the message. GRP is the most
important factor taken into consideration in planning an advertising
campaign. It is also the most often applied factor for comparing the
intensity of various campaigns.
Indicator of the intensity of advertising campaign =
= assumed reach for a particular campaign (R) x frequency of broadcasting advertisements (F)

Sometimes TRP (target rating point) is used instead of GRP. TRP shows
the cost of reaching 1% of people from the target group. It is calculated
mainly for the purpose of comparing campaigns and media, making it
possible to evaluate their efficiency.
The indicator of the cost of reaching the target audience of an
advertisement, as well as indicators like CPP are used above all to make an
initial estimate of one of the aspects of the efficiency of advertising
campaign11.
We can analyze not only the above-mentioned indicators, but also the
changes of buyers' behaviour under the influence of promotion. Thus, what
is the influence of promotion on the process of making a decision on the
purchase of a product?
One of the ways to monitor the changes of buyers' behaviour under the
influence of promotion is the DAGMAR model.The plan of analysis based
on the model looks as follows:
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a) At the starting point potential buyers are divided into 5 groups:
z unaware — they have never heard of a particular product,
z aware — they have heard of a product, but don't know its features,
z understanding — they know a product,
z convinced — aware of the benefits of a product, intending to buy it,
z active buyers — they have already bought a particular product, or
have made the decision to buy the product
b) Next, on the basis of research, you identify the share of each of these
groups in the market before the promotional campaign and after the
campaign. The efficiency of promotional campaign is assessed by
comparing the share of each of the groups in the market before and after
the promotional campaign.12
What is important for a company is not just a one-off impact of
promotion on the purchase of a product, but also the impact on repeated
purchase. Thus, the point is to investigate the influence of promotion on the
loyalty of buyers. One of the methods of such an analysis is the Markov
model13 . The method is based on the analysis of the purchases of products
of a particular brand and the consumers' decision to buy a particular brand
product again, or to migrate to the offer of one of the rivals. The following
example makes it possible to analyze the essence of Markov model. Let's
assume that on the market there are products of four brands: Among the
buyers of the product offered by brand A some return to the same brand and
some switch to a competitive product offered by brand B and this way resign
from buying product A again. The same happens in case of buyers of B, C
and D products. The mechanism can be presented in the following way:

A
B
C
D

A

B

C

D

0.50
0.20
0.15
0.10

0.1
0.4
0.1
0.2

0.3
0.1
0.7
0.1

0.10
0.30
0.05
0.60

The presented data show that 50% of people buying brand A product stick
to this brand (these are loyal buyers of the brand), 10% switch to brand B,
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30% to brand C, the remaining 10% of buyers decide to buy brand D. As the
table shows, the loyalty of brand A buyers amounts to 50%, the loyalty of
brand B buyers is 40%. The loyalty of product C buyers is the highest and the
loyalty of buyers of brand D amounts to 60%.
This research is not very complicated and can be carried out even by a
small company.
For the analysis of the changes of attitudes of buyers to products/brands
as a result of influence of advertising, it is possible to also used the method
which involves creating semantic profiles(polarization profiles). The essence
of this method is that the surveyed are presented with a few, or about a
dozen opposing features placed on opposite ends of a scale. Most often there
are 7 points on the scale. This means that the surveyed can choose from
three levels of intensity of the positive feature, three levels of intensity of the
negative feature and a neutral assessment. This is a time-consuming and
comparably expensive methods of assessing the efficiency of advertising14.
In case of taking actions in the area of direct communication it is
possible to calculate the ratio of return on investment (ROI). This indicator
shows the efficiency of promotional activities most precisely. It can be
calculated in the following way:

If we are dealing with mass promotion — calculating this indicator will
be very hard, or even impossible due to the problem with calculating
precisely the profits generated thanks to the application of instruments of
mass market communication. In case when a company focuses on eg. the
utilization of direct marketing tools, both identifying the profits from sales
and measuring the costs isn't very hard.

Conclusion
The indicators mentioned in this article are commonly used and are
characterized by a big load of information. Every institution should create its
own set of indicators, which would measure the effects of its activities in the
best possible way. The mentioned indicators are variables depending on
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institutions, as it is there that decisions are made with regard to when the
announcement concerning eg. a planned event is passed on to the target group.
The more factors you take into consideration when carrying out marketing
activities, the greater the chance to make marketing activities efficient.
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